
Mobile Device Management

Enovate® Medical 

WHEN YOU IMPLEMENT RHYTHM, YOUR IT AND CLINICAL STAFF GET:

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY to the usage and health of your mobile EHR 
workstations with room level accuracy using BLE-enhanced RTLS.

PERSONALIZATION of your workstations for your clinical staff with 
secure medication access and universal single sign-on integration.

STREAMLINED MAINTENANCE through integration with your native  
IT Service Management System (ITSM). 

REDUCED IT WORKLOAD and increased clinical productivity and 
availability with Uptime Ready Replacements Service Program.

Real-time Remote 
Visibility Track & Monitor Mobile  

EHR Workstations

Reduce IT workload and increase clinical productivity 
by managing your EHR workstations remotely with 
Rhythm Mobile Device Management
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Leverage your native 
systems to streamline 
workstation management:

-  IT Service Management 
System for automated 
support requests

-  Universal Single 
Sign-on for FollowMe 
Personalization and 
OneTouch Ticketing

-  Microsoft® Active Directory 
for secure medication access

Rhythm’s AI and Reporting are designed to  
easily manage and optimize capital assets

Keep your clinical staff moving, free up  
your IT staff from workstation management,  

and reduce your total cost of ownership.
Set up a Rhythm demo today. Call 888-909-8920  

or email at info@enovatemedical.com

Stay remotely connected to your mobile EHR 
workstation fleet with real-time visibility

Enhanced location 
services with patented 
BLE-enabled RTLS: 

-  Lower cost of entry than 
other RTLS systems

-  Leverage existing EHR 
workstations for RTLS 
gateways

-  Room-level accuracy 
with Bluetooth® Low 
Energy (BLE) beacons

Ensure clinical availability 
and reduce IT workload: 

-  On-site Ready 
Replacements™ for 
immediate repair 
resolution

-  No clinical downtime 
waiting for repairs

-  Repairs are performed 
by factory-trained 
technicians

RTLS CAPABILITIESAPI INTEGRATION 100% AVAILABILITY

Quarterly Optimization Review Our Enovate Medical team will  
work with you to understand Rhythm's data and how to take action.

Color-coded Heat Map displays the health of 
battery fleet on one screen. One click leads to 
warranty information and hospital location.

Battery Replacement Calendar predicts dates 
when batteries will reach their end of life so 
you can budget replacements in advance.

Peak Workstation Usage graphically displays 
the busiest hours of a 24-hour cycle. The graph 
shows the number of workstations required 
during peak hours.

PATENTED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Workstation Usage produces a list of the most  
and least used workstations. This data confirms 
opportunities to reallocate versus purchasing  
new workstations.

Assigned Location Drift gives a list of  
workstations being used outside of their  
assigned location. These units may need  
to be returned or reassigned.

Abandoned Workstation indicates units that are 
not being used. These assets could be hidden and 
forgotten or just need unreported repairs.

STANDARD ACTIONABLE REPORTS 


